Abstract. Community mining is a prominent approach for identifying (user) communities in social and ubiquitous contexts. While there are a variety of methods for community mining and detection, the effective evaluation and validation of the mined communities is usually non-trivial. Often there is no evaluation data at hand in order to validate the discovered groups. This paper proposes evidence networks using implicit information for the evaluation of communities. The presented evaluation approach is based on the idea of reconstructing existing social structures for the assessment and evaluation of a given clustering. We analyze and compare the presented evidence networks using user data from the real-world social bookmarking application BibSonomy. The results indicate that the evidence networks reflect the relative rating of the explicit ones very well.
Introduction
Social applications and social networks provide a wealth of data that can be utilized for improving the user experience of the system. Appropriate recommendations for the users, for example, are an important criterion. Then, a peer group, or community of users similar to the targeted user is often a helpful resource for automatic approaches. In order to identify communities, community mining and community detection methods are applied, in order to identify groups of users which share a common interest or expertise.
While there are a lot of prominent methods for community detection, e.g., [18, 19, 9] , the resulting models need to be assessed and evaluated. However, often there is no evaluation data at hand in order to evaluate the discovered groups comprehensively. Usually only one data source is available, for example, relational data on user-resource information, or also link data between users. Therefore, an accurate effective evaluation is non-trivial, since reliable (secondary) evaluation data is sparse or non-existent.
Parallel to the rise of the Social Web, mobile phones became more and more powerful and are equipped with more and more sensors, giving rise to Mobile Web applications. Today, we observe the amalgamation of these two trends, leading to a Ubiquitous Web, whose applications will support us in many aspects of the daily life at any time and any place. Data now become available that were never accessible before. We expect therefore that the approach presented in this paper will be extendable to ubiquitous applications especially to sensor networks as well. This paper proposes an approach for the evaluation of communities using implicit information formalized in so-called evidence networks. Our context is given by social applications such as social networking, social bookmarking, and social resource sharing systems. The proposed evaluation paradigm is based on the notion of reconstructing existing social structures: This paradigm suggests to measure the quality of a given division of the users by assessing the corresponding community structure in an existing social structure: We basically project the different clusters according to the division of users on an existing network, and assess the created structures using measures for community evaluation.
Considering our own system BibSonomy 3 [3] as an example, we distinguish explicit and implicit relations. The friend graph, for example, indicates explicit friendship relations. Then, these graphs directly indicate communities according to the link structure. Implicit relation networks capture the implicit relations, that is, links derived from user behavior, e.g., visiting a page, clicking on a link, or copying a resource. Explicit networks are usually sparse and small and often only capture the characteristics of selected communities. In this respect, implicit networks capture more information and can be used for an evaluation directly, or for complementing explicit networks [22] . Furthermore, using implicit information captured by user actions and behavior is usually more cost-effective than starting expensive user-studies. We introduce several (implicit) evidence networks and discuss their features. Additionally, we present a comprehensive evaluation using user data from the BibSonomy system. Similar interaction networks accrue in the context of ubiquitous applications (e. g., users which are using a given service at the same place and time). Unfortunately no dataset containing such interaction was available during the evaluation, but these interactions lead to implicit user relationships which naturally fit into the framework of evidence networks described in this section.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the proposed approach for community evaluation using evidence networks. It outlines the basic notions of the approach, and discusses evidence networks and their characteristics. After that, we analyze and compare in Section 3 the features of the networks using data from the real-world BibSonomy system. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper with a summary and interesting directions for future work.
Evidence Networks for Community Evaluation
In the following, we briefly introduce basic notions, terms and measures used in this paper. For more details, we refer to standard literature, e.g., [9] . After that, we describe and define several explicit and implicit networks for the evaluation of communities. Finally, we discuss related work.
Preliminaries
This section summarizes basic notions and terms with respect to graphs, explicit and implicit relations, communities, and community measures.
A graph G = (V, E) is an ordered pair, consisting of a finite set V which consists of the vertices or nodes, and a set E of edges, which are two element subsets of V . A directed graph is defined accordingly: E denotes a subset of V × V . For simplicity, we write (u, v) ∈ E in both cases for an edge belonging to E and freely use the term network as a synonym for a graph. The degree of a node in a network measures the number of connections it has to other nodes. The adjacency matrix A ij , i = 1 . . . n, j = 1 . . . n of a set of nodes S with n = |S| contained in a graph measures the number of connections of node i ∈ S to node j ∈ S.
A path v 0 → G v n of length n in a graph G is a sequence v 0 , . . . , v n of nodes with n ≥ 1 and (v i , v i+1 ) ∈ E for i = 0, . . . , n − 1. A shortest path between nodes u and v is a path u → G v of minimal length. The transitive closure of a graph
For a set V , we define a relation R as a subset R ⊆ V × V . A relation R is naturally mapped to a corresponding graph G R := (V, R). We say that a relation R among individuals U is explicit, if (u, v) ∈ R only holds, when at least one of u, v deliberately established a connection to the other (e. g., user u added user v as a friend in an online social network). We call R implicit, if (u, v) ∈ R can be derived from other relations, e.g., it holds as a side effect of the actions taken by u and v in a social application. Explicit relations are thus given by explicit links, e.g., existing links between users. Implicit relations can be derived or constructed by analyzing secondary data.
A community is intuitively defined as a set of nodes that has more and/or better links between its members than with the rest of the network. Formally, communities can be defined using certain criteria, for example, edge counts within a community compared to the edge counts outside, cf. [14] . The criteria are formalized using quality measures for communities. There are a variety of measures for community analysis, cf. [14] . In the context of evaluation measures for evidence networks we consider two measures: Conductance and Modularity. These consider the evaluation from two different perspectives. Modularity mainly focuses on the links within communities, while the conductance also takes the links between communities into account.
Conductance can be defined as the ratio between the number of edges within the community and the number of edges leaving the community. Thus, the conductance C (S) of a set of nodes S is given by
where c S denotes the size of the edge boundary, c S = |{(u, v) : u ∈ S, v / ∈ S}| and Vol(S) = u∈S d(u) , where d(u) is the degree of node u. More community-like partitions exhibit a low conductance, cf. [14] . The conductance of a set of clusters is then given by the average of the conductance of the single clusters.
The modularity function is based on comparing the number of edges within a community with the expected such number given a null-model (i.e., a randomized model). Thus, the modularity of a community clustering is defined to be the fraction of the edges that fall within the given clusters minus the expected such fraction if edges were distributed at random. This can be formalized as follows: The modularity M (S) of a set of nodes S and its assigned adjacency matrix A ∈ N n×n is given by
where c i is the cluster to which node i belongs and c j is the cluster to which node j belongs; k i and k j denote i and j's degrees respectively; δ(c i , c j ) is the Kronecker delta symbol that equals 1 iff c i = c j , and 0 otherwise. For directed networks the modularity becomes
where k in i and k out j are i and j's in-and out-degree respectively [13] .
Evidence Networks
Social networks and social resource sharing systems like BibSonomy usually capture links between users explicitly, e.g., in a friend-network or a follower-network. However, besides these explicit relations, there are a number of other implicit evidences of user relationships in typical social resource sharing systems. These are given by, e. g., clicklogs or page visit information. In some systems, it is also possible to copy content from other users. Then, the logging information can be transformed into a user-graph structure, for example, into a click-graph, a visit-graph, or into a copy-graph of users.
In the following sections, we define typical explicit and implicit networks in the context of social bookmarking applications. All of these are implemented in the social resource sharing system BibSonomy, but are typically also found in other resource sharing and social applications. Even more implicit user interaction occur in the context of ubiquitous web applications. Examples are users which are using a given service at the same place and time, or communication relationships based on proximity sensors [23] , among many others. During our evaluation period we did not have access to such sensor data, but these interactions lead to implicit user relationships which naturally fit into the framework of evidence networks described in this section.
Explicit Relation Networks
In the context of the BibSonomy system, we distinguish the following explicit networks: The follower-graph, the friend-graph, and the group graph that are all established using explicit links between users. Formally, these graphs can be defined as follows:
is a directed graph with (u, v) ∈ E 1 iff user u follows the posts of user v, i.e., user u monitors the posts and is able to keep track of new posts of user v.
has added user v as a friend. In the BibSonomy system, the only purpose of the friend graph so far is to restrict access to selected posts so that only users classified as "friends" can observe them.
is an undirected graph with {u, v} ∈ E 3 iff user u and v share a common group, e.g., defined by a special interest group.
Implicit Relation Networks Concerning implicit relationships, we propose the following networks: The click-graph, the copy graph, and the visit graph that are built by analyzing the actions of users, i.e., clicking on links, copying resources, and visiting pages of other users, respectively. Formally, the graphs are defined as follows:
is a directed graph with (u, v) ∈ E 4 iff user u has clicked on a link on the user page of user v.
is a directed graph with (u, v) ∈ E 5 iff user u has copied a resource, i.e., an publication reference from user v. -The Visit-Graph G 6 = (V 6 , E 6 ) is a directed graph with (u, v) ∈ E 6 iff user u has navigated to the user page of user v.
Each implicit graph G i , i = 4, . . . , 6 is given a weighting function c i :
counts the number of corresponding events (e. g., c 5 (u, v) counts the number of posts which user u has copied from v).
Evaluation Paradigm
Several approaches exist for assessing the quality of a given set of communities. Considering users as points in appropriate feature spaces, objective functions based on the resulting distribution of data points can be applied (e. g., overlaps of the user's tag clouds, [11] ). Modeling inter-user relations in terms of graphs, various graph indices defined for measuring the quality of graph clusterings can be applied (see, e. g., [10] for a survey). These indices capture the intuition of internally densely connected clusters with sparse connections between the different clusters. Furthermore, based on the analysis of several social networks, Newman defines the modularity measure [18] : It is based on the observation, that communities within social networks are internally more densely connected than one would expect in a corresponding null model, i.e., in a random graph. Accordingly, most methods for community detection try to optimize the produced community division with respect to a given quality measure. However, care must be taken, since different measures might exhibit certain biases, i.e., they tend to reward communities with certain properties which might lead to respectively skewed community structures [14] . Given the diversity of user interests, no single quality measure can potentially reflect all reasons for two users being contained within the same or different communities (or even both). Ultimately, a user study can quantify, how well a given community structure coincides with the actual reception of the users.
Dealing with the related task of user recommendations, Siersdorfer [22] proposed an evaluation paradigm, which is based on the reconstruction of existing social structures. Applied to the community detection setting in the context of a social bookmarking system as BibSonomy, this paradigm suggests to measure the quality of a given division of the users by assessing the corresponding community structure in an existing social structure. For our evaluation paradigm we therefore transform this principle to evaluating community structures using (implicit) evidence networks: Our input is given by an arbitrary community clustering of a given set of users -independent of any community detection method. This clustering is then assessed using the implicit evidence networks. We show in the evaluation setting that this procedure is consistent with applying explicit networks that contain explicit user links but are rather sparse compared to the evidence networks.
Concerning our application setting, BibSonomy incorporates three relations among users, all of which potentially can serve as a basis for such an evaluation, namely the Friend-Graph, the Follower-Graph and the Group-Graph. Before such a network can be utilized as a reference for quality assessments, it has to be thoroughly analyzed, since different structural properties may influence the resulting assessment, cf., [17] . But more importantly, one has to cope with the sparsity of the explicit user relations: The Friend-Graph of BibSonomy, for example, only spans around 1000 edges among 700 users of all 5600 considered users and all possible 30 million edges. Thus, feature spaces for users, for example, using tags or resources as describing elements potentially capture a richer set of relations than those modeled in the graphs. In the following, we therefore consider the much more dense implicit evidence networks as discussed in [17] , which can be typically observed in a running resource sharing system. In our analysis, we investigate whether they are consistent with the existing explicit networks in BibSonomy as a reference for evaluating community detection methods.
Related Work
Despite the absence of well-established gold-standards, the growing need for automated user community assessment is reflected in a considerable number of proposed paradigms. Evaluation approaches of generated links between users can broadly be divided in content-based and structure-based methods (relying on given links between users). In the following, we discuss related work concerning evaluation measures, metrics and evaluation paradigms.
Karamolegkos et al. [11] propose metrics for assessing user relatedness and community structure by considering user profile overlap. They evaluate their metrics in a live setting, focussing on the optimization of the given metrics. Using a metric which is purely based on the structure of graphs, Newman presents algorithms for finding communities and assessing community structure(s) [19] . A thorough empirical analysis of the impact of different community mining algorithms and their corresponding objective function on the resulting community structures is presented in [14] .
Recently Siersdorfer et al. [22] proposed an evaluation technique for recommendation tasks in folksonomies which is based on the reconstruction of existing links (e. g., friendship lists). The performance of a given system is assessed by applying quality measures which are derived from established measures used in information retrieval. Schifanella et al. [21] investigated the relationship of topological closeness (in terms of the length of shortest paths) with respect to the semantic similarity between the users.
Another aspect of our work is the analysis of implicit link structures which can be obtained in a running Web 2.0 system and how they relate to other existing link structures. Baeza-Yates et al. [2] propose to present query-logs as an implicit folksonomy where queries can be seen as tags associated to documents clicked by people making those queries. Based on this representation, the authors extracted semantic relations between queries from a query-click bipartite graph where nodes are queries and an edge between nodes exists when at least one equal URL has been clicked after submitting the query. Krause et al. [12] analyzed term-co-occurrence-networks in the logfiles of internet search systems. They showed that the exposed structure is similar to a folksonomy.
Analyzing Web 2.0 data by applying complex network theory goes back to the analysis of (samples from) the web graph [6] . Mislove et al. [16] applied methods from social network analysis as well as complex network theory and analyzed large scale crawls from prominent social networking sites. Some properties common to all considered social networks are worked out and contrasted to properties of the web graph. Newman analyzed many real life networks, summing up characteristics of social networks [20] .
Evaluation
In the following, we first describe the data used for the evaluation of the evidence networks. We used publicly available data from the social bookmark and resource sharing system BibSonomy. After that, we describe the characteristics of the applied evidence networks, and present the conducted experiments. We conclude with a detailed discussion of the experimental results.
Evaluation Data and Setting
Our primary resource is an anonymized dump of all public bookmark and publication posts until January 27, 2010, from which we extracted explicit and implicit relations. It consists of 175,521 tags, 5,579 users, 467,291 resources and 2,120,322 tag assignments. The dump also contains friendship relations modeled in BibSonomy concerning 700 users. Additionally, it contains the follower relation, which is explicitly established between user u and v, if u is interested in v's posts and wants to stay informed about new posts, as discussed above. Furthermore, we utilized the "click log" of BibSonomy, consisting of entries which are generated whenever a logged-in user clicked on a link in BibSonomy. A log entry contains the URL of the currently visited page together with the corresponding link target, the date and the user name 4 . For our experiments we considered all click log entries until January 25, 2010. Starting in October 9, 2008, this dataset consists of 1,788,867 click events. We finally considered all available apache web server log files, ranging from October 14, 2007 to January 25, 2010. The file consists of around 16 GB compressed log entries. We used all log entries available, ignoring the different time periods, as this is a typical scenario for real-world applications. 
Characteristics of the Networks
In the following, we briefly summarize the link symmetry characteristics and degree distribution of the extracted networks and discuss its power-law distribution. The analysis is restricted to the large (weakly) connected components of the network.
Link symmetry: Mislove et al. [16] showed for Flickr, LiveJournal and YouTube that 60-80% of the direct friendship links between users are symmetric. Among others, one reason for this is that refusing a friendship request is considered impolite. However, the friendship relation of BibSonomy differs significantly. Only 43% of the friendship links between users are reciprocal.
When more features are available exclusively along friendship links (e. g., sending posts), the friendship graph's structure will probably change and links will get more and more reciprocal. But concerning the implicit networks we will see, that link asymmetry is determined by a structure common to all our implicit networks.
Degree distribution: One of the most crucial network properties is the probability distribution ruling the likelihood p(k), that a node v has in-or out-degree k respectively. In most real life networks, the so called degree distribution follows a power law [8] , that is p(k) ∼ k −α where α > 1 is the exponent of the distribution. Online social networks [16] , collaborative tagging systems [7] , scientific collaboration networks [1] among others are shown to expose power law distributions.
For comparability, we calculated a best fitting power law model for each distribution using a maximum likelihood estimator [8] and noted the corresponding KolmogorovSmirnov goodness-of-fit metrics in Table 2 for reference. All in-and out-degree distributions except those from the groups graph show a power law like behavior, though there are significant deviations. 
Applied Clustering Method
Starting our experiments we faced a vicious circle: For assessing the quality of a community structure, we need a preferably good method for obtaining such a structure in the beginning. However, since we do not want to examine a particular clustering algorithm and prove its performance, we use a rather simple approach which is on the one hand easy to understand, on the other hand, it can be broadly parameterized and allows the construction of a randomized variety of initial clusterings. First experiments were conducted using the well known k-means algorithm [15] . For that, each user u is represented by a vector (u 1 , . . . , u T ) ∈ R T where T is the total number of tags and u i is the total number of times user u assigned the tag i to resources in BibSonomy (i = 1, . . . , T ). The resulting clusters had poor quality, assigning most users to a single cluster. Due to the sparsity of the considered high dimensional vector space representation (there are more than 170, 000 tags), the underlying search for nearest neighbors fails (cf.,e. g., [4] for a discussion).
To bypass this problem, we reduced the number of dimensions. There are a variety of approaches for dimensionality reduction. We chose to cluster the tags for building "topics", consisting of associated sets of tags. A user u is thus represented as a vector u ∈ R T in the topic vector space, where T T is the number of topics. For our experiments, we used a latent dirichlet allocation [5] method for building topics, which efficiently build interpretable tag clusters and has been successfully applied in similar contexts to tagging systems (cf. [22] ). In the following, our models are denoted with "LDA-n-kMeans-k", where n denotes the number of topics and k the number of clusters. In total we obtained 40 different basic clusterings.
Experiments and Results
Our experiments aim at examining whether the implicit evidence networks described in Section 2.2 are admissible complements for the sparse explicit networks. This would justify using, e. g., the Visit-Graph and thus allow to assess more than 53% of the active users (in contrast to only 12% covered by the Friend-Graph) applying the evaluation paradigm "reconstruction of existing social structures" described in Section 2.3.
The most fundamental property of a sound measure is the relative discrimination of "better" and "worse" community structures, allowing algorithms to approximate optimal structures stepwise by applying local heuristics. For analyzing how quality assessment by applying the different evidence networks is sensitive to small disturbances, we conducted a series of randomized experiments.
We started with community structures constructed by the basic feature clustering described above, using 10, 50, 100, and 500 topics, and constructing clusterings ranging from 10 to 1,000 clusters in total. Any clustering or community detection method could be used here (e. g., we also conducted the same series of experiments applying a graph clustering algorithm). We focussed on the applied method as it is easy to understand and can be broadly parameterized; it allows for a simple generation of a variety of (randomized) initial clusterings. We gradually added noise to these initial structures and at each step assessed the resulting community structure by calculating the quality measures described in Section 2.1 for the different evidence networks: Two different approaches for adding noise to a given division into communities were applied. The first approach (from now on called "Random" for short) randomly chooses a node u belonging to some community c u . This node is than assigned to another randomly chosen community c = c u . Note that this kind of disturbance leads to a different distribution of cluster sizes. The second approach (from now on called "Shuffle") randomly swaps the community allocation of randomly chosen nodes belonging to different communities, which leads to community structures with the same community size distribution. Figures 2 and 3 show the corresponding results of calculating the modularity for each evidence network at every level of disturbance in the underlying community structure (higher modularity values indicate stronger community structure). Similarly, Figures 4 and 5 show the results of calculating the conductance. For the ease of presentation, we selected from all considered clusterings a subset which represents a broad range of assessed community qualities. We emphasize that this experiment does not aim at selecting a "best" community structure, rather than examining the relative rating of slightly worse structures when applying the different evidence networks (based on the assumption, that randomly disturbing communities decreases their quality).
We see that the modularity on every evidence network is consistent with the level of disturbance, that is, the modularity value monotonically decreases with increasing percentage of disturbed nodes. Slight deviations (e. g., looking at the alternating gradients of the Follower-Graph) are most likely statistical effects due to the limited size of the corresponding evidence network. These results are supported by the figures showing the corresponding plots for the conductance values, since lower conductance values indicate stronger clustering. Note that conductance and modularity give precedence to different community structures. In particular, structures with many small communities are preferred according to their conductance (k = 500, 800, 1000), whereas smaller numbers of clusters are preferred according to their modularity ( Figure 6 exemplary shows two corresponding cluster size distributions). This behavior is consistent with the corresponding bias of the applied measures as discussed in [14] .
The preceding results consider the different evidence networks independently. However, we ultimately want to use the implicit networks as supplement for the sparse explicit social structures (in particular the Friend-Graph). We therefore expect the assessment of community structures applying the implicit networks to be consistent with the application of the explicit networks. This motivates the following experiment: We calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient for each of the implicit networks and one of the explicit networks. Table 3 shows the corresponding correlation coefficients for the Friend-Graph and each of the graphs in Figures 2-5 (averaged per measure and randomization type). The averaged correlation coefficients suggest a surprisingly high correlation between the measures calculated on the implicit networks and those calculated on the friend graph. Especially the conductance graphs show high correlation coefficients with low standard deviations. In comparison, repeating the same experiment with the group graph as the most dense existing social structure shows lower correlation coefficients with higher standard deviation, cf. Table 4 .
Discussion
The experimental results presented in the previous section indicate that implicit evidence networks used for assessing the quality of a community structure are surprisingly (c) Visit-Graph (randomized left, shuffled right). Fig. 3 . Modularity calculated on different clusterings at varying levels of disturbed cluster assignments relative to implicit evidence networks consistent with the expected behavior as formalized by the existing explicit social structures, in particular concerning the Friend-Graph. In our experiments (considering 40 models per experiment) we observed a high correlation between the quality measures calculated on the implicit and explicit networks supporting this hypothesis.
The implicit networks show a lower correlation with the group graph. At the first glance, this looks like a disappointing result. But the analysis of the group graph shows, that its properties significantly differ from typical social networks as discussed in [17, 16] . Most strikingly, its degree distribution follows not a power law and its distribution of strongly connected components differs. Therefore, we obtain a ranking of the explicit graphs: It is thus more desirable to model the friend graph's behavior more closely than the group graph's.
Furthermore, as exemplary shown in Figures 6, we observe in our experiments that known biases of the considered quality measures [14] can be directly transferred from the implicit networks used for calculating the measures to the assessed community structure. This indicates that the assessed quality of the implicit network is an indirect indicator for the quality of the present community structure. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented evidence networks for the evaluation of communities. Since explicit graph data is often sparse and does not cover the whole instance space well, evidence networks provide a viable alternative and complement to explicit networks, if available. We have discussed several possible evidence networks, and their features. The presented evaluation paradigm is based on the idea of reconstructing existing social structures for the assessment and evaluation of a given clustering. The Table 3 . Averaged Pearson correlation coefficient ρG i ,G 2 together with it's empirical standard deviation for each of the experiments "Shuffle" (S) and "Randomize" together with the considered objective functions modularity (M) and conductance (C) on the different implicit evidence networks Gi and the friend graph G2. Table 4 . Averaged Pearson correlation coefficient ρG i ,G 3 together with it's empirical standard deviation for each of the experiments "Shuffle" (S) and "Randomize" together with the considered objective functions modularity (M) and conductance (C) on the different implicit evidence networks Gi and the group graph G3. evaluation of this approach using real-world data from the social resource sharing tool BibSonomy indicated the soundness of the approach considering the consistency of community structures and the applied measures.
For future work, we aim to investigate, how the single evidence networks can be suitably combined into a weighted network. For this, we need to further analyze the individual structure of the networks, and the possible interactions. Furthermore, we plan to extend our experiments for a larger count of networks and clusterings in order to generalize the obtained results further.
